Figures and captions convey essential information in scientific publications. As such, there is a growing interest in mining published figures and in utilizing their respective captions as a source of knowledge. There is also much interest in image captioning systems that can automatically generate captions for images, whose training requires large datasets of image-caption pairs. Notably, the first fundamental step of obtaining figures and captions from publications is neither well-studied nor yet well-addressed. In this paper, we introduce a new and effective system for figure and caption extraction, PDFigCapX. Unlike current methods that extract figures by handling raw encoded contents of PDF documents, we separate text from graphical contents and utilize layout information to detect and disambiguate figures and captions. Files containing the figures and their associated captions are then produced as output to the enduser. We test PDFigCapX on both a previously used generic dataset and on two new sets of publications within the biomedical domain. Our experiments and results show a significant improvement in performance compared to the state-of-the-art, and demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. Our system will be available for use at: https://www.eecis.udel.edu/~compbio/PDFigCapX.
INTRODUCTION
Figures and captions convey essential information in scientific publications. As such, there is a growing interest in mining figures and captions appearing within scientific publications [1, 2] . Several platforms, such as the Yale Image Finder [3] and SourceData [4] , aim to enable users to search for relevant figures and captions. There is also much current interest in automatically generating Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). image descriptions, namely, image-captioning. Training captioning systems can benefit from having large collections of figure-caption pairs. However, the first step toward these goals, namely, extracting figure and caption pairs from scientific publications, is neither wellstudied nor yet well-addressed. We thus introduce an effective new method to extract figures and captions from scientific publications.
Notably, most current scientific publications are stored in Portable Document Format (PDF), in which figures are encoded as raster graphics (e.g. PNG, JPEG) or vector graphics (e.g. SVG, EPS). Quite a few tools (e.g. PDFBox [6] , Xpdf [7] ) convert PDF documents into a structured XML/HTML format while extracting figures. As these tools do not distinguish figure captions from the rest of the text in the article, they do not associate figures with their respective captions. Moreover, they often extract individual components in the figure, rather than the complete figure as a whole. For instance, a vector graphics figure, which consists of numerous line fragments and dots, will be broken into many images corresponding to the individual parts. Thus, these tools leave much room for improvement in extracting figures or figure-caption pairs.
Specific approaches aiming to extract figures and captions from PDF documents have been recently proposed. Lopez et al. [8] and Choudhury et al. [9] introduced methods based on available tools (Xpdf and PDFBox respectively), but neither method handles vector graphics within scientific publications.
Identifying vector graphics that form actual figures is challenging because vector graphics may represent graphical objects that are not figures, such as the border line at a page's margin or mathematical symbols within the document. Limited methods handling such figures have been proposed before [10] for extracting figures (e.g. line graphs, bar charts etc.) consisting of simple geometric components, but have not been generalized to more complex figures. More recent methods, typically based on multiple domainspecific heuristics, have been developed for specific areas, such as high-energy physics (PDFPlotExtractor [11] ) and computer science (pdffigures2 [12] ). While these tools aim to separate vector graphics that constitute figures from those that do not, via clustering and classification, vector graphics are often incorrectly extracted due to the complex figure and document structure.
Here we present a new and effective scheme for extracting figures and associated captions from scientific publications, which also proves to work well across a variety of scientific domains. Unlike earlier methods, our method does not directly parse the raw graphical objects encoded in the PDF (raster graphics and vector graphics). Rather, it first separates the text contents from the graphical contents of the PDF file, and applies Connected Component Analysis (CCA [2, 5] ) to the graphical contents in order to detect individual figures. Figure- caption pairs are then recovered by processing layout-information of the PDF as well as the text-part extracted from the PDF file.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 introduces the method itself; in Sec. 3 we present our experiments and discuss the results; Sec. 4 concludes and outlines future work.
METHODS
Our goal is to extract figures and captions from scientific publications. The complete framework for our approach is summarized in Fig. 1 . The rest of this section provides detail about each of the steps. a. PDF parsing: We parse the input PDF document using the publicly available tool, Xpdf [7] , which partitions the file contents into textual contents stored in an HTML file as text objects, and graphical contents stored as text-stripped image-pages containing only the graphics from the original file. Each text object in the HTML corresponds to a text line in the PDF document, along with position information (staring point coordinates, font type and size, etc.) indicating the line's exact starting position and size within the PDF document. The position and length of each text line in the original PDF can thus be estimated using the stored information. Fig. 2 shows the result of the initial parsing process applied to a PDF page. b. Document layout acquisition: As published documents typically adhere to certain appearance and organization conventions, we identify several layout parameters to guide the extraction process:
Text Line Height and Width: As text within the body of the paper typically has a characteristic font size, the text line height, l heiдht , and width, l width , are set to be the most common (mode) height and width among all text objects stored in the HTML file.
Contents Region: This is the total region of the page in which any textual or figure contents can appear, and is typically located within well-defined margins. The contents region is represented as the coordinates [x l t , y l t , x r b , y r b ], where (x l t , y l t ) and (x r b , y r b ) denote the leftmost top point and the rightmost bottom point, respectively, among the positions of all extracted text lines. The width of the contents region, c widt h , is set to x l t −x r b . Figure 2 : An example of a PDF page parsed using Xpdf. The original PDF page, shown on the left, is the 7 th page in [13] .
Number of Columns:
The number of columns within a page has much impact on figure location and appearance. For instance, figures in single-column documents often span the whole page and as such are wider than figures appearing in multi-column documents. The number of columns, denoted col no , is calculated as: col no = f loor (c widt h /l widt h ). c. Identification of potential caption and figure regions: We begin by detecting a putative bounding box for each potential caption, utilizing the text information stored in the structured HTML file. As captions typically start with the prefix Fig or FIG, we consider each text line starting with such a prefix as a potential caption. For each potential caption, Cap i , we record its position as it is recorded in the HTML file, and initially set the width of its bounding box to be the length of its first text line.
The figure region typically lies in close proximity to the caption region, and its top/bottom boundaries subsume those of the caption. We thus use the potential caption location to identify potential figure locations. For a single-column page, with a single potential caption in it, Cap i , the potential figure region, reдion i , is set to the whole contents region. If the page contains multiple potential captions, the height of the potential region reдion i , associated with Cap i , spans from the position of the previous caption Cap i−1 to that of Cap i ; the width remains that of the contents region. The figure-region associated with the bottom-most caption in the page includes the area all the way to the bottom of the contents region.
For multicolumn documents, the process is similar; the only difference is in the determination of the potential figure width. If the potential caption spans across the center of the page, the figure is assumed to span the whole page width, and as such the width is set to c widt h ; otherwise, the width is set to the width of a single line within the column, l widt h . Fig. 3 illustrates examples of potential caption and figure regions identified using step c. d. Graphical contents analysis: Fig. 4 illustrates the graphical analysis process. To detect the actual figures, we first detect their constituent parts in each text-stripped PDF page, by employing Connected Component Analysis (CCA). Typically, graphical contents within PDF pages consists of non-white areas. As such, we first generate a binary mask M to separate foreground from background, by applying a threshold t on text-stripped PDF page. Pixels whose intensities are greater than t are set to 1 (white), i.e. background, while all other pixels constitute the foreground are thus set to 0 (black). In our experiments the threshold t is set to 0.95. Based on the mask M we identify connected components that constitute the actual figure contents by applying the Connected Component Labelling method [14] . We then set a bounding box around each connected component, encompassing the smallest rectangle containing all the pixels within the component. e. Disambiguation of figure regions: As demonstrated by Fig. 4 , the previous step results in relatively small figure-constituents, which may combine to form one or more individual complete figures. To unambiguously identify the actual individual figures within each potential figure region reдion i , we merge all bounding boxes of connected components within each potential region into a single figure denoted f iд i . We note that text-elements that are essential parts of some figures (e.g. figure legends, or axes labels in graphs), are initially removed and stored in an HTML file as text objects during the parsing step (Step a). To recover the textual contents and place it back into the figure, we merge each figure f iд i with all the text objects located close to it. Fig. 5 provides an example of the figure disambiguation process. f. Caption expansion: As discussed in Step c, headers of potential captions that can help locate associated figures are first detected using specific prefixes. To expand the header into a complete caption, we detect the continuous text block following the potential header. The text block is defined as a set of consecutive text objects (recorded in the HTML file), where the last object ends with a period and its width is lower than that of the bounding box surrounding Cap i , or where the last object is followed by a vertical gap.
The region of a caption is estimated by merging the bounding boxes of all text objects within the text block. The complete caption associated with f iд i is formed by combining the text content of all text objects from top to bottom within the detected text block. The 
EXPERIMENTS 3.1 Experimental settings
To evaluate our method, we compare the performance of our system to that of two state-of-the-art systems, pdffigures2 [12] and PDFPlotExtractor [11] , performing three tasks: figure extraction, caption extraction, and the combined task of figure-caption pair extraction.
Three datasets are used in this study. The first, denoted CS-150, was introduced in [12] . It comprises 150 publications selected from top computer science conferences.To test our tool on more general and more challenging scientific papers, we use publications from the biomedical literature where complex figures are often used to show experimental results. The first dataset we created, denoted GXD-200, comprises 200 documents, retaining the same year range as in the CS-150 dataset. Noting that PDF coding varies significantly between older and newer PDF versions, which can impact the extraction performance, the second dataset we created, denoted PMC-200, spans a larger range of years, namely 1990-2017. Table 1 provides statistics for all three datasets.
To evaluate our extraction performance, we use the standard evaluation metrics of precision and recall, defined as: is greater than 3/5 [19] . A figure-caption pair is deemed to be correctly extracted when the figure and the caption individually are both correctly extracted. Fig. 6(A) summarizes the results for the figure extraction task. The pdffigures2 system -which was specifically built for the computer science domain -indeed attains the highest precision and recall on the CS-150 dataset. Our method, which is not specifically designed for this domain, still attains 93.50% precision and 88.00% recall, outperforming the PDFPlotExtractor system. When applied to the GXD-200 dataset, our method attains a significantly higher recall (93.03%) than that of the two other systems (65.91%, 69.89%) for figure extraction. We note that while the precision attained by our method over this dataset is slightly lower (by 2%) than that of pdffigures2, our recall is much higher (by 27%). All three systems show the lowest performance on the more general, dataset; this decline is much more pronounced in pdffigures2 and PDFPlotExtractor. Notably, the PMC-200 dataset contains articles published during the period 1990-2017. As both pdffigures2 and PDFPlotExtractor rely on handling the encoded raw graphical objects, the performance of these systems is adversely impacted by the PDF coding variations. In contrast, our system attains a significantly higher recall (90.79%) than that of the other two systems (41.47%, 64.49%) on the same dataset, with only a slight loss (1.65%) in precision compared to pdffigures2. These results demonstrate that our method provides an effective and robust means for figure extraction from PDF files.
Results and discussion
As seen in Fig. 6 (B), our method attains the highest precision and the highest recall for caption extraction over both the and the PMC-200 datasets. Notably, over the dataset, the precision of our method (88.74%) is slightly lower than that of pdffigures2 (90.01%), but our recall is again significantly higher (91.14% compared with 65.24%).
For caption extraction, the decline in performance of all three systems over the dataset is more pronounced than it is for figure extraction. Among the PMC-200 articles, 34 were older documents published in 1990-2008, and 10 of those are scanned PDF documents. Such scanning, which involves optical character recognition of the text, often leads to errors that make captions more difficult to detect. Thus, for caption extraction, pdffigures2 shows a 38.18% recall, while PDFPlotExtractor's recall is at 56.98%. In contrast, our method shows a significantly higher recall (81.40%) in the face of these issues. Our system thus proves to be much more resilient and reliable in identifying captions in a broad range of PDF files compared to currently available systems.
Last, Fig. 6(C) shows the results for the combined task of figurecaption pair extraction. All three methods show lower performance on this task as it requires both the figure and its respective caption to be correctly extracted. Over the CS-150 dataset, our method still attains the highest precision and the same (highest) recall as that attained by pdffigures2. The lower performance is more pronounced in the results obtained on the and PMC-200 datasets as the figure-caption organization in biomedical publications is more complex than that in computer science publications. Over the PMC-200 dataset, our recall and precision are significantly higher than those of the other two methods. Over the GXD-200 dataset, the precision of our method (82.52%) is again slightly lower than that of pdffigures2 (84.45%), while retaining a significantly higher recall (84.75% vs, 60.6%). These results again demonstrate and validate our method as an effective and robust means for extracting figure-caption pairs.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a new system, PDFigCapX, for extracting figures and captions from scientific publications. Unlike current methods that extract figures by handling raw encoded contents of PDF documents, our system separates text from graphical contents and utilizes layout information to detect and disambiguate figures and captions. Extensive experiments and results demonstrate that our system is highly effective in terms of both precision and recall. Moreover, PDFigCapX retains its good performance on a broad range of publications varying in topic, style, publication year and overall organization.
Several challenging cases remain as future work, such as identifying the relatively rare cases in which figure-caption pairs span more than a single page.
